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1. Introduction and Summary

M.D. Atkinson [4] and T. Tsuzuku [9] proved the following theorem

independently.

Theorem. Let G be an insoluble transitive permutation group of degree p-4:q-{-l

where p and q are primes, which is not doubly primitive. Then G-PSL (3,3) and p-

13.

Furthermore Atkinson [4] proved the following theorems.

Theorem. Let G be a doubly transitive group of degree 2gr-f-l> where q is a prime,

which is not doubly primitive. Then G is either sharply doubly transitive or a group of

automorphisms of a block design with A-l and k-3.

Theorem. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Q of degree 3<7+l,

where q is a prime. Then one of the following statements is true.

(1) G is doubly primitive.

(2) G is sharply doubly transitive.

(3) G is a group ofautomorphisms ofa block design on Q with入-1 and k-i.

(4) G-PSL (3,2) and g-2.

In this paper we shall prove the following theorem.
●

Theorem. Let G be a doubly transitive permutation group on Q of degree 5g+l,

where q is a prime and greater than ll, Then one of the following statements is true.

(1) G is doubly primitive.

(2) G is a group ofautomorphisms ofa block design on Q with入-1 and k-6.

(3) ¥Qaβ　24.

(4) G has a regular normal subgroup.

Our notation for the parameters of a block design, v9 Jc, r,大is standard; see [8].

Throughout this paper the term "block" is used only in the block design sense; how-

●                                                        ●

ever, a term such as "iT-block 'refers to a set of imprimitivity for a group K. In

order to prove Theorem we need the several lemmas.
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Lemma1(E.Witt[12]).LetXbeadoublytransitivegrouponasetQ,leta,β∈B

withα幸βandletKbeaweaklyclosedsubgroupofXa8.Then,if△〒βx(K),inthe

blockdesignwhoseblocksaretheimagesunderXofAwehave入-1･

Pkoof.Weomittheproofofthelemma.(See[4]).

Lemma2.(Atkinson[4]).LetXbeadoublytransitivegrouponasetQ,let

α∈QandletAheasetofimprimitivityfortheactionofXαonQ-{α}.Letβ∈△and

supposethat△｣β}isinvariantunderX{｡,β}Then,intheblockdesignwhoseblocksare

theimagesunderXofT-△∪{a}wehave入-1.

Proof.(See[4]).

Lemma3(Atkinson[4]).LetXbeadoublytransitivegrouponasetQ.Let

言霊A憲al,;tAbeasetof

}hasaninva慧tr禁tyofsizemfortheactionofXaonQ-{a}.Then,

｡fsizem-¥｡nQ-{^>j3}.Furthermore,ifX^雷
trans%uveonA-(β),XαβandX(aiβ}aretransitiveonF.

Proof.(See[4]).

Lemma4.LetQbeasetonwhichthereisanon-trivialblockdesignwith入-1.

Thenゲ|Q|-5y+ljwhereqisaprime,thenq-3or19orJc-6.

Proof.Weprovethislemmabyconsideringtheincidenceequationsofablock

design.

Lemma5(E.Bannai[5]).LetGbeatransitivepermutationgrouponQand

α∈Q.LetH-Gαandx∈6r.Thenwehavethefollowingequation,

圧hzH¥ h is H-conjugate to α引

-K<7∈G¥g is G-conjugate to可[.

Proof. We count the pairs {(S, g)1860, 9∈G 8^-8. g is G-conjugate to可in

two ways. We get払e above equation.

We shall frequently use the well-known theorem of Burnside that a transitive

group of prime degree is either doubly transitive or is a metacyclic Frobenius group.
●

2. Proof of the theorem

Let G be a doubly transitive group on a set Q of size 5^+1, where q is a prime. If

G is a counterexample to theorem. By a theorem of [1] we have that q divides ¥G¥ to

the first power only. Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of Gα where a∈Q. Let △1, △2,△3,- ･ ･

be a non-trivial system of imprimitivity for the action of G｡ on Q-{α}. Let H-

{x¥x∈Gα･ △lX-A,}, K-{x∈G｡f△iX-△　*-1,2,3, --}　and β∈△　Then G｡β⊆H
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and K<¥G｡. Furthermore we can consider G｡ to act on A, where A-(△1, △2, ‥ ‥).

There are two cases to consider depending on the size of the 6ra-blocks.

Case 1. q G｡-blocks of size 5

Clearly H acts transitively on △　At first we assume that Gα acts on A as an

insoluble group and H acts on Aァas a soluble group. If H acts on Ax as a regular

group of order 5, then Gαβ-1 on △v Consequently Gαβ fixes the points of△　So

we get a contradiction by using Lemma 1. If H acts on Ax as a Frobenius group of
●

of order 10, then we can assume that H-<(βγ8印), (β) (γrj) (ァe)>, where {β, γ, 8, fi,

7)-△　Gαβ acts on △1-(β} semi-regularly and {8,｣}., {γ,可are Gap-orbits.

{8,6} and {γ,可are G｡｣-invariant. By Lemma 1 we can assume that Gαβ fixes no

points of Q except α and β. So N(Gαβ)-鶴,β}. |0{,,.}: Gαβ1-IO{γ,り): GαβI-2･

Consequently N(Gαβ)-0{..β)⊃#{8>｣}, G{γ,り　Therefore △1-(β} is Guβ}-mvanan七･

This fact contradicts Lemma 2.

IfH acts on A as a doubly transitive group, then △rtβ} is an orbit of Gαβ(-#*)�"

Since G｡ acts on A as a doubly transitive group, H aOts transitively on {△2>�"�"�"�"Aq).

As IH: G｡βⅠ-IH: Hβ -5, all the orbits of Gαβ on t△2,-･･△r} have size at least

(g-1)/5 (>4) when q>19, and ifq≦19, then all the orbits of Gαβ on t△2- -△f} have

size at least (q-1) (>4) by Lemma 17. 1 [10]. It follows that △1-(β} is the unique

orbit of Gαβ of size　4　and therefore △1-(β} is Gc β}-invariant. We may now

obtain a contradiction from Lemma 2.

Secondly if G｡ acts on A as a soluble group and K is insoluble, then we may

Assume that aα is not local in O'Nan's sense [7]. For if Gα is local, then G｡-N(P),

where P is an abelian p-gvowp (v: prime), and P is half-transitive on Q-{a}.

P is a 5-group or a g^-group. IfP is a 5-group and P does not act on Q--{α) as

semi-regular group, then we have a block design wi仙人-1 by Corollary Bl [6]. So

this is a contradiction. So P acts semi-regularly. Consequently |P|-IPpHβ*| -5.

P is cyclic. Thus G is known by a theorem ofAschbacher [2]. We have a contradiction

by considering the degree of G. Similarly we get a contradiction when P is a (/-group.

Therefore from now on in this particular case we can assume that Gα has a unique

●

minimal normal simple subgroup N by the result of 0 Nan [7]. Consequently H acts

on△ asAkor$5foranyi. Nowletbeaelementxof N of order 3. Then x fixes

l+2<7 points on 0 because N acts faithfully on A for any i. The number of the con-

jugate elements ofx in Gα is 20. For Gα acts on A as a Frobenius group and so any

●

element of Gα-K does not fix l-f2ff points.

Therefore the number of the conjugate elements of x is (5*7+1) -20/(2}+1) by Lemma 5

and this number must be integer. (5^+1) 20/(2^+l)-50-30/(2y+l)車an integer

(<7>11). This is a contradiction.

Finally if Gα acts on A as a soluble group and K is soluble and K幸1, then K has

an abelian characteristic subgroup M幸1. Clearly n(M)⊆{2, 3, 5}. Let S be a S2-

subgroup ofM. IfS幸1, thenS is weakly closed in Ga. For G｡ acts on A as a Frobenius

group and so any element of order 2* in Gα-K fixes at most one △　as a set, but
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every element of order 2* in S fixes at least q points on Q｣α}. So any element ofS

is not conjugate to any element of Gα-K in Gα IfS'^G｡ for any g∈G, then by the

above argument S8⊆K and so S8-Sk for some k∈K because S is a ^-subgroup of K

and S is normal in K. Thus S*-S. Clearly8⊆Gαγ for some γ∈E2､and S is weakly

closed in Gαγ and S fixes at least q points on Q-{a}. This result contradicts our

assumption by I｣emma 1. If β-1, then we consider βg-subgroup of 〟　Similarly

we get a contradiction. So we assume that Mis a 5-group. If M does not act on

Q-{α} as semi-regular group, then we can construct a block design with.A-1 by

CorollaryBl [6]. This is not our case. So M acts on Q-{α} semi-regularly. Thus

IM| -5, M is cyclic. In this case we have a contradiction by Aschbacher'result [2].

IfjfiL-l, then it follows that the ^-subgroup of Gα is cyclic. Consequently G is known

by a result of As血bacher [3]. We have a contradiction by considering the degree of

G.

Case 2. 5 Gα-blocks of size a

Since GJK⊆8s, q¥¥Gα: K¥. Therefore Q⊆K and K is transitive on each Al, △包,

△3,△　and△　IfNisthekerneloftheactionof K on △　and N幸1,then N acts

transitively on some A which contradicts the fact that q2､十¥G¥. Thus K acts faithfully

oneachof△1,△2,△3,△　and △　IfK is soluble we shall show that Kβ-1. UKβ

幸1, then Kβ fixes precisely one point from each of △1, △2, △3, △　and △　because K

has a unique conjugacy class of subgroups of index q. Thus Kg and any conjugate

of Kβ fix exactly 6 points. Consider some conjugate Kβ8 0f K contained in cr｡*. If

Kβ唱K then some A contains none of the fixed points of Kβ8 and hence there is some

Ay which contains at least two of these fixed points; but then Kf must fix pomtwise

the whole of A and so hasmorethan5fixed points. Thus Kf⊆K. and, as K has a

unique subgroup of index q which fixes β we have Kβg-Kβ. Therefore Kβ is weakly

closed in Gαβ and Lemma 1 gives us a contradiction. This means that Kβ-1 as we

●

asserted. |Ga¥-5q¥G｡β -vq(v¥120). Consequently ¥Gaβ　24. This is a contradiction.

If K is insoluble and 6ra is local, then there is a normal g-subgroup Q'of Ga.

lv l-? by Theorem [1]. So G is known by Aschbacher's Theorem [2]. Again we

have a contradiction by considering the degree of G.
●

From now on we can assume that Ga has a unique minimal normal subgroup N
●

which is simple. If CGα (N)幸1, then Cqα (N)=アN because CGα (N)<¥G and N is a unique

minimal subgroup. Therefore Z(N)-CN(N)^l. So N is a cyclic group of order q.

G is local. This is not our case. So CGα(N)-l. Gtt-NGa(N)/CGα(N) is considered

to be included in Aut N, where Aut N is the group of the automorphisms of N.

Since N些Inn N, where Inn N. is the group of the inner automorphisms of N,

we can consider GJN to be included in Aut N/Iim N. By a theorem of Wielandt

[11] Aut iv/Inn N is cyclic. So it follows that GJN is cyclic. Since GJK is a

homomorphic image of GJN and GJK⊆S6. Thus GJK is cyclic and G｡ acts on A

regularly　( 1 )

As K⊆@<xB> W-△1-(β} is a Gαβ-orbit of size q-l. If Fx is G{｡ β}-invariant, then
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we have a contradiction from Lemma 2. If Fx is not G{oLiβ}-invariant, then there

exists another G吋orbit To of size ㌢1 such that r^uTg is an orbit of札,β)�"

Lemma 3 there is yet another Gαβ-orbit F3 of size q-l and since it is a仇,β}-orbit it is

distinct form Tl and F2. If either of F2 or F3 is contained in any A then Gαβ leaves
●                                                                                 ●                                                     ●

A invariant and fixes the remaining point of △　using Lemma 1, this leads to a

contradiction. There are two cases to remain. In first case there is △k (2≦k≦5)

such that△knr2幸¢ and△hnr3幸0. But r,∩△　and Ton△　are invariant under Kβ

and, as they are set of imprimitivity for the action of Gαβ on F2 and To, we have

●

I△knr2f≦(?-1)/2 and I△hnr3I≦(3-1)/2. Consequently, K has at least 3 orbits on

△*. Now K acts doubly transitively on each of A and △　with characters l-¥-xx and

1+^2? say5 and the number of orbits ofK8 on △* is (1+av, l+scj)≦2 and this is a

contradiction. Infinalcase we have 12⊆△iU△V　⊆△kU△,, where {i,j}∩{k, l}-0.

So aαβ has a element of order 2 on {J2, J3? J4, J5}. This fact contradicts (1). Thus

we complete the proof of the Theorem.
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